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Abstract

The growing popularity of powerful mobile devices, along with increased
computation and storage of computing infrastructure, opened possibilities for
versatile mobile system applications. Users, leveraging sensing capabilities of
the devices, can collect rich data and exchange the data with diverse Service
Providers (SPs) or their close neighboring devices. Provision of such user
status awareness to the involved system entities, can facilitate customized
user experience for system participants.

Nonetheless, the open and decentralized nature of mobile systems raise
concerns on both security and privacy of users and the system infrastructure.
Sensitive user data could be exposed to honest-but-curious entities, which can
further process data to profile users. At the same time, compromised system
entities can feed faulty data to disrupt system functionalities or mislead users.
Such issues necessitate secure and privacy-enhancing mobile systems, while
not compromising the quality of service the systems provide to their users.
More specifically, the solutions should be efficient and scale as the system
grows, and resilient to both external and internal adversaries.

This thesis considers two mobile system instances: Location-based Ser-
vices (LBSs) and Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) safety applications. We address
security and privacy in a cooperative manner, relying on cooperation among
the users to protect themselves against the adversaries. Due to the reliance
on peers, input from the peers should be examined, in order to ensure the reli-
ability of the applications. We adapt pseudonymous authentication, designed
for Vehicular Communication (VC) systems, and integrate it with LBSs. This
protects user privacy and holds users accountable for their actions, which are
non-repudiable. At the same time, our scheme prevents malicious nodes from
aggressively passing on bogus data. We leverage redundancy of shared data
from multiple cooperating nodes to detect potential conflicts. Any conflict
triggers proactive checking on the data with the authoritative entity that re-
veals the actual misbehaving users. For V2V safety applications, we extend
safety beacons, i.e., Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs), to share sig-
nature verification effort, for more efficient message verification. Similarly to
the LBSs, redundancy of such piggybacked claims is also key for remedying
malicious nodes that abuse this cooperative verification. In addition, the ex-
tended beacon format facilitates verification of event-driven messages, includ-
ing Decentralized Environmental Notification Messages (DENMs), leveraging
proactive authenticator distribution.

We qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate achieved security and privacy
protection. The latter is based on extensive simulation results. We propose
a location privacy metric to capture the achieved protection for LBSs, tak-
ing into consideration the pseudonymous authentication. The performance of
the privacy-enhancing LBS is experimentally evaluated with the help of an
implementation on a small scale automotive computer testbed. We embed
processing delays and queue management for message processing in simula-
tions of V2V communication, to show scalability and efficiency of the resilient
V2V communication scheme. The results confirm the resilience to both inter-
nal and external adversaries for the both systems.
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Sammanfattning

Den växande populariteten för kraftfulla mobila enheter, tillsammans med
ökad beräkningskraft och lagring för infrastruktur, har öppnat möjligheter
för mångsidiga mobilaapplikationer. Användare kan utnyttja mobila enheters
sensorer för att samla innehållsrik data och delas med tjänsteleverantörer
(SPs) eller andra närliggande enheter. Tillhandahållande av sådan medveten-
het till systemenheterna kan underlätta anpassad användarupplevelse.

Trots fördelarna med SPs, öppna och decentraliserade mobila system kan
hota säkerhet och integritet av användare och systeminfrastruktur. Känslig
användardata kan utsättas för nyfikna enheter, som kan behandla data och
hämtar användarinformation. Samtidigt kan komprometterad systemenheter
injicera felaktiga data i syfte att störa systemfunktioner eller vilseleda an-
vändare. Sådana problem nödvändiggör säkerhets- och integritetsskydd för
mobila system samtidigt som de inte äventyrar kvaliteten på de tjänster som
systemen tillhandahåller sina användare. Mer specifikt bör lösningarna va-
ra effektiva när systemet växer och motståndskraftig mot både externa och
interna motståndare.

Den här avhandlingen behandlar platsbaserade tjänster (LBSs) och for-
don till fordon (V2V)-säkerhetsapplikationer. Vi adresserar säkerhets- och in-
tegritetsskydd med samarbete bland användarna för att skydda sig mot mot-
ståndarna. Användare bör undersöka input från andra användare för att sä-
kerställa tillförlitligheten hos applikationerna på grund av beroende av andra
användare. Vi utnyttjar pseudonym autentisering från fordonskommunikation
(VC) och integrerar det med LBSs. Detta skyddar användarnas integritet och
möjliggör ansvarighet av användare. Vårt system hindrar också skadliga no-
der från att tillhandahålla falska uppgifter aggressivt. Vi utnyttjar redundanta
delade data från flera samverkande noder för att upptäcka potentiella konflik-
ter. Konflikter utlöser proaktiv kontroll av uppgifterna med en auktoritativa
enhet som avslöjar de skadliga användare. För V2V-säkerhetsapplikationer
förlänger vi statusmeddelanden, dvs. kooperativt medvetenhetsmeddelanden
(CAMs), för att dela resultat för signaturverifiering för mer effektiv verifiering
av meddelanden. Redundans av delade resultat för signaturverifiering också
åtgärdar missbruk av kooperativ verifiering. Dessutom underlätta förlängd
CAMs verifiering av händelsedrivna meddelanden, inklusive meddelanden om
decentraliserat miljövarsel (DENMs), med proaktiv distribution av autentise-
rare.

Vi utvärderar kvalitativt och kvantitativt uppnått säkerhets- och integri-
tetsskydd. Det senare är baserat på omfattande simuleringsresultat. Vi fö-
reslår en metrisk för platsintegritet för att utvärdera det uppnådda skyd-
det för LBS som utnyttjar pseudonym autentisering. Prestandan hos den
integritetsförbättrande LBS utvärderas experimentellt med hjälp av en im-
plementering på en småskalig fordonsdator testbädd. Vi överväger process-
förseningar och köhantering för meddelandebehandling i simuleringarna av
V2V-kommunikation, för att visa skalbarhet och effektivitet i det motstånds-
kraftiga V2V-kommunikationsschemat. Resultaten bekräftar motståndskraf-
ten mot både interna och externa motståndare för båda systemen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

During the last two decades, the popularization of ubiquitous computing is changing
modern lives. Smart cities, among several emerging concepts, combine interactions
among user devices and city infrastructure [1, 2, 3]. Resource-rich mobile devices
act as user interfaces to services provided by central facilities, through various
wireless communication modules. Growing computation power (e.g., more powerful
processors) and communication capacity (e.g, 4G and 5G) enable versatile services
for the users. Moreover, sensors, navigation modules and high-resolution cameras
enable these devices to collect extensive information, opening up possibilities for
data exchange and interactions with other devices or Service Providers (SPs).

Similarly, increased or even ample processing power and storage on the side of
the SPs enable highly-customizable services, through long-term interactions with
their users. Location-based Services (LBSs), among other services, utilize geograph-
ical location of users as the main service attribute. LBSs can serve various purposes,
ranging from transportation and food deliveries to social networks and games. For
example, food delivery apps can suggest restaurants based on user locations (and
a bunch of other service attributes, e.g., preferences); social networking apps can
suggest nearby events or interest pages based on user locations.

In general, LBSs provide latest Point of Interest (POI) data based on user
requests. Users intermittently submit requests to the SPs and accept services based
on these requests. The LBS providers require richer user information in order
to guarantee better user experience, but this threatens user privacy [4, 5, 6, 7].
LBS providers, although honestly provide POI data requested by the users, can be
tempted to record all submitted user information. This could affect user daily lives
with commercial advertisements or even threaten user safety if, e.g., user home
address or daily routines are exposed. Requiring user authentication to access the
SPs could make the situation worse, because user-submitted data might be easily
linked based on the credentials used for the authentication.

Modern devices also open possibilities for localized user interactions leveraging
device-to-device (D2D) communication [8, 9, 10, 11]. D2D applications involve

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

direct transmissions among the user devices and locally processing of exchanged
data on the devices. Unlike centralized system infrastructure, user devices, although
embedding powerful chips, are still not capable of performing sophisticated large-
scale data analysis to examine the quality of the data provided by their peers. This
renders D2D authentication especially important, for trust establishment between
the devices and ensuring their exchanges accountable. Moreover, the (usually)
broadcast nature of mobile D2D communication necessitates security mechanisms
to eliminate possible interference and attacks exploiting the otherwise the open
communication.

Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) safety messages [12], as an application of D2D commu-
nication, plays an important role in Intelligent Transport Systemss (ITSs). Emerg-
ing smart vehicles, together with efforts from academia and industry shape the con-
cept of Vehicular Communication (VC) systems and its applications in ITSs [13,
14, 15]. IEEE Standard 1609.12 and European Telecommunications Standards In-
stitute (ETSI) standards define two types of safety message: Cooperative Awareness
Message (CAM) and Decentralized Environmental Notification Message (DENM) [16,
17, 18]. CAMs provide periodical status update to neighbors, while DENMs are
triggered only when necessary, to inform about important events. CAMs are safety
beacons that disseminated by vehicles to inform about their current mobility sta-
tus, including velocity, direction and geographical location. The interval between
two subsequent CAMs can vary from 100 milliseconds to 1 second [17]. DENM
are triggered when special events occur, e.g, road hazard, major changes in driving
environment or traffic condition [18]. These safety messages, if authenticated, can
be easily linked by any receive, leading to tracking vehicles.

With the above issues, privacy protection is drawing attention to both academia
and industry. Especially with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [19] be-
ing mandated, companies that have EU and EEA citizens as their customers should
be compliant to the privacy regulations. In addition to LBSs, privacy protection is
important in a wide range of services and applications, including healthcare [20],
crowdsourcing [21] and cloud or fog computing [22, 23]. Although a number of Pri-
vacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs) have been proposed, improper or imprecise
consideration of system entities to protect and their adversary models could fail in
achieving the privacy protection.

Traditional PETs protect users against centralized SPs. However, introduction
of D2D communication enables local eavesdroppers posing a privacy risk for D2D
application users. The eavesdroppers can overhear wireless communication and
even collude to merge their overheard data - essentially acting as a stronger adver-
sary than independently acting eavesdroppers. The collected data can be used the
same way a central adversarial server would do.

While privacy protection is important for mobile systems, security is equally
important for a reliable system. While traditional security protection approaches
leverage user authentication with their long-term credentials, required privacy pro-
tection is challenging due to anonymous or pseudonymous user actions towards
accessing system services. Users should be able to communicate with system en-
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tities anonymously or pseudonymously while preserving security requirements, in-
cluding authentication, integrity, authorization and non-repudiation, for their in-
teractions [24, 25, 26]. Pseudonymous authentication has been adopted to protect
both user privacy and security in several mobile systems, including VC [27, 28, 29],
participatory sensing [30], and smartphone-based ITS [31]. Pseudonymous authen-
tication is generally computationally expensive as public key cryptography provides
the basic security primitives. Public/Asymmetric key cryptography is usually sev-
eral orders of magnitude slower than symmetric key cryptography,

Attackers can aggressively flood with bogus messages that require these compu-
tationally expensive cryptographic operations. In order to ensure the availability,
the system should be resilient to such clogging Denial of Service (DoS) attacks.
Moreover, authentication with legitimate security credentials do not imply imme-
diately the data trustworthiness. Malicious users can easily pass on false informa-
tion to mislead other users. Therefore, both privacy and security protections are
necessary for such systems.

The above issues and challenges motivate the design of secure and privacy-
enhancing mobile systems, which improve scalability and resilience to clogging DoS
attacks. We propose schemes that protect user privacy while preserving account-
ability and being able to detect misbehavior on both LBS and VC fronts. More
specifically, the thesis contributes in the following aspects:

• Security: we leverage a vehicular identity and credential management system,
ensuring authentication, authorization, integrity and accountability for the
mobile systems. Our scheme effectively detects attempts on abusing system
protocols and supports eviction of the misbehaving nodes from the system.
We provide reliable system functionality for users and minimize the perfor-
mance degradation introduced by attacks.

• Privacy: pseudonymous authentication supports privacy-preserving user par-
ticipation with pseudonymous identities, equipping users with short-term
Pseudonymous Certificates (PCs). We build upon and extend the pseudony-
mous authentication, and design a decentralized cooperative PET for LBSs
that protects users from system infrastructure entities attempting to beach
user privacy. Moreover, our scheme protects users against neighboring curious
users that are interested in collecting user information through open wireless
communication.

• Scalability and efficiency: we provide an efficient cooperative privacy protec-
tion scheme for LBS at a cost of mild communication overhead, and a scalable
cooperative message verification scheme for VC systems without compromis-
ing achieved security and privacy protection.
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Thesis Structure

Chapter 2 discusses the system and the adversary models, along with security and
privacy requirements. Chapter 3 introduces the state of the art for the considered
mobile system applications. Chapter 4 presents contributions of this thesis, based
on the papers in this compendium, summarized in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes
this thesis with an outlook on future improvements.



Chapter 2

Threats and Requirements for
Mobile Systems

2.1 System Model and Adversary Model

This thesis considers decentralized large-scale mobile systems, notably a decentral-
ized LBS system and V2V transportation safety applications. It addresses security
and privacy issues considering both external and internal adversaries. Figure 2.1
shows an overview of the system model. Users, termed nodes in the rest of the
thesis, are equipped with mobile devices, e.g., smartphones or vehicular On-board
Units (OBUs). Each device can have multiple network interfaces, e.g., cellular net-
works, Wi-Fi and/or Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC) [33]. They
can access SPs through the Internet and exchange data with other devices through
D2D communication. The devices are also equipped with various sensors, providing
the devices with sensed data, including geographical location, velocity, etc. GNSS
modules and network interfaces support clock synchronization among the neigh-
boring devices. Each user is issued privacy-preserving credentials by a Public-Key
Infrastructure (PKI) [29, 34, 27, 26, 28]. The credentials can be used to authenticate
interactions with their peers or SPs.

Adversaries can passively monitor user actions and fetch useful data from their
transmissions. We are especially concerned with honest-but-curious system enti-
ties; being legitimate system participants, they honestly follow system protocols
and policies, but are interested in collecting sensitive data from user-submitted/-
transmitted information. The adversaries can also aggressively compromise system
entities and affect operations of the participating users and infrastructure. They
can attempt to waste resource on user devices and feed users with faulty data. Such
attacks could result in degradation of the quality of service provided by mobile sys-
tem applications.

External adversaries are not equipped with valid credentials. Passive exter-
nal adversaries can eavesdrop wireless communication, especially its non-encrypted
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Public Key Infrastructure

LBS

Smartphone

OBU

Road-side Unit/
Base Station/
Access Point

Figure 2.1: System Model. (Based on a figure from [32].)

part, to learn sensitive user data. They affect system operations without proper au-
thorization, attempting to impose additional computation overhead on user devices
for filtering out their interruptions. Especially through clogging DoS attacks, ad-
versaries can flood benign nodes with extensive bogus data, results in less resource
dedicated to benign system operations. Clogging DoS attacks on neighboring de-
vices take less effort by attackers, but the broadcast and distributed nature of such
flooded bogus data renders such attacks extremely efficient. An attacker can affect
all its neighbors within the communication range as each victim has to process the
bogus data before being able to reject it.

Internal adversaries are legitimate system entities equipped with security creden-
tials and are legitimately involved in system operations. They can initiate system
operations, and vise versa, respond/react to any such operation. Here, we are only
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concerned with compromised or malicious system users, while we assume system
infrastructure entities, including the PKI and the SPs, do not misbehave. We focus
on internal adversaries that misuse the cooperative security and privacy enhancing
schemes. They can pass on authenticated bogus data through peer communication
to mislead their peers. Such internal adversaries can also collude to compromise
misbehavior detection that relies on data redundancy.

2.2 Security and Privacy Requirements

Security and privacy protection is fundamental for trustworthy mobile systems.
Traditional wireline networks have been developed with security protection ap-
proaches to provide safe network environment for both users and server hosts. Mo-
bile systems should inherit the same security and privacy requirements and take user
mobility and openness of (wireless) communication into consideration for building
up mobile system applications. Resource-constraint and battery lifetimes of mobile
devices set even more limitations for security and privacy enhancing techniques for
mobile systems. Moreover, any extension from the earlier system designs should
not degrade the achieved security and privacy protection. We define here security
and privacy requirements for our schemes based on the literature [35, 36, 6].

• Authorization, Authentication and Integrity: Only authorized users should be
able to participate in system operations. Messages should be authenticated,
and the interacting nodes should be able to verify the authenticity of the
received messages and make sure the messages were not altered. Receivers
should be able to validate the freshness of received messages, in order to verify
the messages were sent by the claimed sources (i.e., not replayed).

• Confidentiality: Sensitive data should be understandable only by authorized
entities, and should not be disclosed to any irrelevant entity. In general, data
confidentiality can be optional, while only applied to required messages.

• Accountability and Non-repudiation: Authorized and authenticated users
should be accountable for their actions. Users should not be able to deny
their authenticated actions, thus transmitted messages should be attributed
to their generators(/senders).

• Anonymity (Pseudonymity) and Unlinkability: Ideally, users should appear
anonymous in the system, while being able to authenticate themselves to the
system entities. To comply with functional requirements of the applications,
we require the node actions are only linkable over a system defined period,
i.e., it suffices to have limited linkability over time.

• Misbehavior Detection and Eviction: Users should be able to detect deviant or
faulty behaviors of the system entities, in spite of the anonymity/pseudonymity
of the participants. Any detected misbehavior should be traced back to the
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initiator. If needed, anonymized/pseudonymized misbehaving nodes long-
term identities should be revealed and evicted from the system.

• Scalability, Efficiency and Availability: The system and its security and pri-
vacy enhancing schemes should scale as the number of users grows, without
degrading significantly the system performance. More specifically, the per-
formance of the schemes should be compliant with the requirements of the
specific applications even in demanding networks or under attacks. The sys-
tem should be resilient to attacks that attempt to deny system functionalities.



Chapter 3

Current Status of Security and
Privacy for Mobile System
Applications

3.1 Location-based Services

Location privacy protection is paramount for LBSs. Frequent interactions with
the LBS servers could expose user locations, which can be used to track users
and infer other sensitive information. Anonymization or pseudonymization hide
long-term entities or replaces with pseudonymous identities in order to prevent
correlation between user identities and their locations. Although the user identity
is not disclosed, frequent enough user requests can be linked and even used to infer
real identities [37, 38, 39]. Location obfuscation [40, 41] can be applied on precise
user locations to derive cloaked areas or perturbed locations, which are then used as
locations for user requests. Cloaked areas only reveal to LBS servers the area/region
the users are located in, instead of the exact positions. However, a determined
attacker, colluding with locally acting adversarial nodes, can “observe” users in the
cloaked areas and link the requests to the observed users with higher probability. k-
anonymity [42, 43] ensures at least k users are in the cloaked area so that the actual
requesting user is indistinguishable from the rest of k − 1 users. However, applying
k-anonymity in dense areas could result in relatively smaller cloaked areas, not large
enough to hide symbolic addresses (e.g., church, shopping mall and gas station). It
is important to ensure the perturbed/obfuscated regions large enough irrespective
of anonymity set size. At the same time, the quality of the LBS response would
be affected if the location in the query is not accurate enough. Thus, it is hard to
define how large should k be to ensure an appropriate level of privacy protection.
k-anonymity approaches could be also vulnerable to center of Anonymized Spatial
Region (ASR) attacks. The probability that the actual LBS querier be the closest
one to the center of the cloaked area is larger than 1/k [44, 45]. To prevent such

9
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attacks, k-anonymity algorithms can be applied to one of the neighbors discovered
by applying the k-anonymity to the querier. This generates a cloaked region that is
not necessarily centered around the querier. Geo-indistinguishability perturbs user
locations, adding Laplacian noise to user locations based on the required degree of
privacy [46, 47, 48]. This trades off the accuracy of returned LBS response for higher
privacy. k-anonymity and geo-indistinguishability could fail protecting privacy if
users submitted continuous queries as multiple queries could be correlated [49, 48].

Query privacy exposure is another privacy concern, because they can reveal
user interest. LBSs offer POI data based on different service attributes, which are
used to express user interests or user demands on the returned POI data, e.g.,
types of restaurants. k-anonymity can potentially protect query privacy if at least
k queries are sent together to the LBS server, the LBS server could not figure out
the actual querier of each query. However, different service attributes inevitably
exhibit differing degrees of popularity, making multiple nodes likely to query with
the same (or similar) service attributes, e.g., Chinese restaurant or Asian restaurant.
Query l-diversity [50] ensures at least l distinct service attributes are included in
the anonymized queries. Again, this approach fails to protect location and query
privacy in the context of continuous queries. Submitting queries for the same
service attribute, although k-anonymized and l-diversified, can still reveal the user
trajectories based on the distinct service attribute. Such inference attacks are even
more effective if the service attribute is an unpopular one. An anonymizer can take
past queries into consideration and form consecutive cloaking areas based on the
same set of POI types [50, 51]. However, the success rate of query anonymization
decreases as the trip continues. Private retrieval of POIs searches an encrypted
POI database with anonymized queries that do not disclose any query content to
the LBS server [52, 53, 54]. However, they impose high computation overhead for
the relatively resource-limited mobile devices [55].

PETs can be either centralized or decentralized. Centralized approaches intro-
duce a Trusted Third Party (TTP) (i.e., an anonymizer) to protect the privacy of
the LBS users (queriers). As an example, the anonymizer can find k neighboring
users, collect the k queries from these k users and transmit to the LBS server [40].
This way, user identities can be kept only by the anonymizer (in order to return the
responses to the appropriate querier after sending anonymized queries to the LBS)
and hidden from the LBS server. However, there can be an inherent controversy
here: we assume the LBS server is honest-but-curious, but the anonymizer could
be honest-but-curious too. The (centralized) anonymizer could collect user queries,
and thus identities and all other information, and use this data the same way the
LBS server would.

Decentralized approaches rely on cooperating users instead of relying on a TTP.
Cooperating nodes could operate in a self-organized manner to achieve a common
goal that otherwise needs to involve central servers, e.g., discovering together the
k nearest neighbors and form a k-anonymity set [56, 44, 57, 52, 58, 59]. However,
such an approach can incur high communication overhead among peers: a node
needs to initiate the process whenever it wants to query the LBS server.
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Orthogonal to the obfuscation and perturbation approaches, system entities
can cache obtained POI data and share with their peers when requested [60, 6, 61,
62, 63]. Cached POI data can serve nearby users, thus reduce the overall expo-
sure to the LBS servers through direct LBS queries. Roadside Units (RSUs) can
proactively download and cache POI data [61, 62] and serve user queries within
reach. However, if the RSUs are honest-bur-curious, they will also be tempted
to collect queries and infer sensitive user information; thus, the same concern on
the honest-but-curious infrastructure entities arises here too. Nodes themselves
can cache POI data for their queries and pass them to the neighboring queriers in
need [60, 6, 63]. Responses signed by the LBS server [6] can be self-verifiable, allow-
ing detection of manipulation by a node. However, a misbehaving node passing on
tampered responses would remain “invisible” and continue attacking the system,
wasting computational power. Moreover, the decentralizing functionality and the
openness of the wireless communication (which can be easily intercepted or received
by ad hoc communicating peers) renders nodes vulnerable: passive adversaries that
aggressively overhear and record communication of neighbors. Thus, it is impor-
tant for collaborative approaches to consider both internal and external, as well
as both passive and active adversaries. This is exactly where our contribution on
the secure and privacy-enhancing LBSs comes in: protecting benign nodes against
both honest-but-curious infrastructure and service providers, and curious and/or
malicious nodes/peers.

3.2 Vehicular Communication Systems

CAMs and DENMs are two basic transportation safety messages in VC systems,
conveying vehicle status to surrounding/neighboring vehicles. This in turn im-
proves vehicle and passenger safety by virtue of the awareness of the transportation
environment. Authentication and integrity protection is strictly required for the
safety messages. Traditional public key cryptography could provide those, yet
the use of a long-term key pair and certificate would undermine user privacy:
safety beacons could be trivially linked and thus be used to track the sending
vehicles. Pseudonymous authentication provides both security and privacy for VC
systems [64, 29, 27, 26, 28]. Each vehicle requests a set of PCs from a Pseudonymous
Certification Authority (PCA) with the anonymized ticket issued by the Long-Term
Certification Authority (LTCA). A PC is a short-term certificate, provided by the
PCA, not including any information on the long-term identity of the vehicle, thus
making messages disseminated under different PCs unlinkable. Vehicles sign their
messages with the private keys corresponding to the PCs, and disseminate the
messages with the corresponding PCs attached. Receivers can verify the messages
pseudonymously without learning peer identities, and only the messages authenti-
cated with the same PC are linkable. However, this anonymity/pseudonymity is
conditional: when misbehavior is detected, the relevant PCs (corresponding to the
misbehaving OBU/vehicle) can be revealed through a resolution protocol and then
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revoked [64, 29, 27, 28].
Pseudonymously authenticated high-rate safety messages impose high process-

ing overhead on receiving nodes needing to corroborate their authenticity (and
integrity). A straightforward optimization is to reduce the number of required sig-
nature verifications . The receiving node, once it verifies PCs, can cache those PCs
and skip PC verification unless a new, previously unseen PC is received (attached,
e.g., to a beacon) [65, 66, 64]. However, this does not change the fact that message
signatures on all received messages should be verified. Vehicles can collaborate to
verify messages and share verification effort with other nodes [67]; however, it only
addresses verification of a set of given received messages, while it does not consider
dynamicity of V2V communication and real-time message verification and sharing
of verification result.

An alternative approach for efficient verification is based on less computationally
expensive symmetric key based message authentication. Vehicles can predict their
status for the upcoming short period of time and include keyed Message Authenti-
cation Codes (MACs) of their predictions in the immediate next beacons [68, 69].
Once beacons matching the predictions are disseminated, receivers can verify the
beacons based on the MACs. However, such an approach cannot tolerate packet
loss: once a beacon is lost, the following beacon can only be verified based on
its signature. Timed Efficient Stream Loss-Tolerant Authentication (TESLA) can
provide delayed authentication in case of packet loss [70]. Beacons can be authen-
ticated, with hash chain elements used as symmetric keys, and receivers can easily
compute previous beacon authentication keys with the latest disclosed key based
on a one-way hash function [71, 72, 69]. However, the lack of non-repudiation in
symmetric key based authentication allows adversaries to falsely have fake beacons
authenticated by victim legitimate receivers. Even if fake beacons are revealed and
reported to the authority, the adversaries cannot be held accountable for those
beacons, because there is no evidence whether the beacons were crafted by the key
owners or crafted by the adversaries after the keys were disclosed.

The schemes above address efficient verification of benign messages, but do not
consider clogging DoS attacks based on bogus beacon dissemination. Recall that
vehicles need to change their PCs periodically. An adversary can target this fea-
ture and flood with fictitious messages, which can significantly delay verifications
of benign messages. Correlation of frequent beacons enables efficient beacon verifi-
cation, but the schemes are not applicable for DENMs or, in general, event-driven
messages.

DoS attacks have been addressed in other Vehile-to-Everything (V2X) applica-
tions. Puzzle-based approaches have been proposed to defend against DoS attacks
for mutual authentication in connection-oriented Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I)
and V2V communication [73, 74, 28], but they are not applicable for authenticat-
ing frequent connectionless and near real-time communication or in fact the entirety
of V2V traffic - which can be the main bulk of V2X traffic. Efficient message val-
idation schemes based on alternative non-classical cryptographic primitives (e.g.,
ID-based cryptography) rely on connections to RSU and need to communicate with
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RSUs for updating pseudonyms of newly joined or revoked nodes [75, 76, 77]. How-
ever, the scope of such schemes are limited, due to their dependence on RSUs. An
efficient Certificate Revocation List (CRL) release approach [78, 79] is proposed to
defend against DoS attacks on CRL checking, however, this is orthogonal to our
scheme and the two can co-exist.





Chapter 4

Dissertation Contributions

This thesis proposes new approaches for 1) secure and privacy-enhancing LBSs and
2) scalable and DoS-resilient V2V communication. They two lines of work adopt
cooperation among users; users assist each other with their own effort on LBS
queries and message verification. Internal adversaries are thwarted thanks to the
redundancy on the shared data; or, if redundant data is not available, based on
proactive data correctness checking. We briefly present here the contributions of
this thesis, based on the papers listed in Chapter 5.

4.1 Security and Privacy-enhancing LBSs

We propose a decentralized privacy protection for LBSs leveraging pseudonymous
authentication. Paper A extends the collaborative LBSs in order to provide re-
silience to malicious nodes that abuse the cooperative location privacy scheme [80,
81, 82, 83, 84]. We provide a preliminary performance evaluation with an Android
implementation, demonstrating the scheme is deployable on mainstream off-the-
shelf smartphones.

In the same context, Papers E and G extend the approach, by introducing
the notion of serving nodes [85, 32]. A serving node is responsible for obtaining
extensive POI data from the LBS server, covering an entire region (termed regional
POI data), consisting of POI entries for that region. Serving nodes store the POI
data in their local storage; and serve other nodes whose requests they receive. The
PCA explicitly and randomly assigns/binds such a role to PCs (i.e., by setting
a specific field in each PC) it issues; thus non-serving adversarial nodes cannot
pretend to be serving nodes.

Each serving node broadcasts beacons periodically, indicating the region it is
in. These beacon are signed and the corresponding PC is attached, so that any
receiver can establish a secure communication channel with the serving node or
validate all data they transmit. The entire peer querying process is confidential
between the querying and serving nodes within, carried out in a secure channel

15
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of peer query and response collection. (a) At t1, Q listens
for beacons from serving nodes. (b) At t2, Q receives beacons broadcasted by S1
and queries S1. (c) At t3, Q receives beacons broadcasted by S2 and queries S2.
(Based on a figure from [32].)

they established. This prevents exposure of the communication to nearby nodes,
notably the disclosure of nodes’ interests and presence in the region. A node in
need of POI data queries multiple serving nodes; with multiple possibly redundant
responses, it can cross-check and validate the obtained data and, at the same time,
detect peer node misbehavior (e.g., provision of false, forged, or outdated POI
data).

Figure 4.1 shows an example of the operation concerning peer node LBS queries.
At t1, Q becomes interested in some POI data and it starts listening for serving
node beacons (Figure 4.1a). At t2, Q moves within the communication range of
S1; it queries S1 upon a receipt of one of its broadcasted beacons (Figure 4.1b); at
t3, Q encounters another serving node, S2, it queries S2, and then cross-checks the
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two responses (Figure 4.1c).
In some cases, querying nodes might encounter only a single or even no serving

node during their waiting periods. If so, querying nodes have to submit their queries
to the LBS server (as they would do anyway in the absence of privacy preserving
mechanisms). If only one peer response were received, the node would not be able
to rely on data redundancy, to thwart malicious peers that provide faulty POIs.
This can be remedied with probabilistically checking signed authenticators with the
LBS. For each peer query, the serving node generates an authenticator and sends
it to the querying node with the peer response. An authenticator is a signature
on the concatenation of query id, the LBS query, the hash value of the response,
and the timestamp on peer response. Once the LBS server receives the request to
check an authenticator, it first verifies the signature (i.e., the authenticator itself)
with the attached serving node’s PC. Once the signature is verified, it fetches the
response based on LBS query from its own database and checks the correctness of
the authenticator. Such validation is possible because the serving node requested
the POI data covering the entire region; thus, the peer response and the LBS
response should be the same. If they are different, the querying node receives a
negative result and reports the peer response to the authority. The checking process
introduces additional overhead for the querying node, but it is required if only one
peer response were received. Moreover, such checking helps to evict any potentially
malicious serving node and reject any false response from the evicted serving nodes.

Paper G provides qualitative privacy and security analysis and evaluates quan-
titatively the fulfilled privacy and security protection based on extensive simulation
results considering two realistic mobility models. The privacy protection is quan-
tified by two metrics, the peer hit ratio and the exposure degree. The peer hit
ratio is, straightforwardly the ratio of queries hidden from the honest-but-curious
LBS server. The exposure degree, a relatively more refined privacy metric when
juxtaposed to the peer hit ratio, indicates the accuracy of reconstructed node tra-
jectories based on recorded node queries, taking into consideration the effect of
pseudonymous authentication on location privacy protection. The evaluation con-
sidered exposure to both the LBS server and colluding curious peers that aggregate
recorded queries from their peers. The simulation results show the scheme can ef-
fectively hide a significant ratio of user queries from the LBS server, i.e., provide a
high peer hit ratio. At the same time, the exposure degree to the LBS server signifi-
cantly decreases thanks to both the pseudonymous authentication and the reduced
direct LBS queries to the LBS server. The scheme provides effective protection
against curious or malicious nodes. The exposure to the curious nodes is low even
if a high ratio, e.g., 20%, of nodes were curious and collude. The same ratio, 20%,
of malicious node could only pollute less than 1.5% of peer responses. Although
the scheme trades off higher communication and computation overhead for privacy
protection, the overall communication overhead significantly decreases compared
with MobiCrowd [6], its predecessor. Paper G also conducted an experimental
evaluation on an automotive testbed with implementations of our scheme and Mo-
biCrowd. The experimental evaluation shows our scheme is readily deployable on
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the off-the-shelf OBUs with reasonable processing and communication delays.

4.2 Secure and Scalable V2V Communication

Paper C studies security and privacy issues in vehicular social networks, and existing
solutions [86]. We critically investigated the literature and discussed challenges in
this domain. The work helped understanding the challenges in VC systems and
defining the problems for the follow-up works.

Paper D, on top of existing optimizations [87, 64], proposes efficient PC verifica-
tion [88, 89]. The scheme leverages an efficient data structure, a Bloom Filter (BF),
to verify PCs with much lower computation overhead compared to that incurred by
verifying the PCA signature for each PC. The PCA generates a counting BF [90]
based on all the currently valid PCs issued to vehicles. Compressed BF-deltas [91]
are used to publish updates in case of insertions (e.g., new PCs provided in response
to recent requests) and deletions (e.g., revocation of PCs). Vehicles can download
the BF (without the counters) from the PCA once it is built, and then download
periodically newer versions (or deltas). Once the BF is downloaded, vehicles could
validate received PCs with the BF, at a processing cost that is a tiny fraction of
that to validate a digital signature by the PCA. If a PC does not pass the BF
test, e.g., in the event recently issued PCs were not yet included in the BF, a re-
ceiving/validating vehicle can always choose a fallback approach: verify the PCA
signature on the PC.

To further improve on the scalability of V2V message authentication, Paper B
proposes a cooperative safety beacon verification scheme [92, 93, 94]. Beacons are
extended with cooperative verifiers that point to recently verified beacons by the
sender of the cooperative verifier. Receivers can take advantage of the cooperative
verifiers to verify (by relying on the input of their peers) more than one beacons on
one signature verification.

Paper F further improves the clogging DoS-resilience for V2V communication
by addressing efficient neighboring node discovery and beacon verification [95, 96].
Paper H addresses the lack of non-repudiation in Paper F (and the related symmet-
ric based beacon authentication schemes), and counters both external and internal
adversaries. It not only considers safety beacons, but it also extends the scope of
the protection to include DENMs and any event-driven message. It extends beacon
format, piggybacking one-time key, as shown in Figure 4.2. The beacon format com-
prises “traditional” beacon fields, e.g., vehicle status (S, including location, velocity,
direction, etc.), beacon id (bidi) and timestamp (ti), the corresponding one-time
key (Ki−1), and message facilitators (F ). Each signed beacon carries a one-time
keyed MAC. We use hash chain elements as one-time beacon authentication key.
However, in contrast to TESLA [70] based beacon authentication [72, 69], Paper H
merely uses validation of their MACs to filter out bogus beacons and cross-check
the correctness of cooperative verification. Message facilitators are used to verify
messages they point to. Each facilitator carries, apart from the PC id and message
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of extended beacon format and locally maintained beacon
verifier set. (Based on a figure from Paper H.)

id, the digest of the corresponding message. A matching facilitator and digest of a
locally queued message indicate the message was either disseminated by the same
sender as this facilitator or it was verified by the sender. To avoid acceptance of
bogus messages from malicious nodes abusing the cooperative scheme, probabilistic
signature checking for the messages corresponding to cooperative verifies and cross-
checking of the redundant versifiers are introduced to detect misbehaving nodes.
These redundant verifiers corresponding to the same beacon, maintained locally in
V er, are cross-checked to detect misbehavior. MAC, while not sufficient for bea-
con verification due to lack of non-repudiation, can be used as an extra reference
to cross-check any former cooperative verifier. If the verifiers conflict, the beacon
signature should be examined to reveal the faulty verifiers.

We illustrate, with the help of an example, our scheme in Figure 4.3. V1 chooses
a beacon to verify from the local queue, and it verifies the signature. With the key,
Ki, V1 verifies MACs of previous beacons by V3, the same sender as the verified
one. Each facilitator can be used to verify self-chained beacons or cooperatively
validated beacons, or it is simply stored in anticipation of future matching event-
driven messages. Each cooperatively validated beacon, if the beacon sender were
not previously discovered, can be used for node discovery; otherwise, the beacon is
accepted or probabilistically checked.

Paper H detects misbehavior based on message signature probabilistic checking
and cross-checking of multiple redundant verification claims for the same message.
In addition, it expedites local eviction of malicious nodes by sharing/disseminating
misbehavior evidence. Both DENMs and misbehavior evidences are protected
against DoS attacks leveraging event message facilitators. Each piece of misbe-
havior evidence is a pair of bogus message and authenticated message attempting
to validate the former bogus message; receivers can corroborate the correctness of
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Figure 4.3: An example of message verification with our scheme. (Based on a figure
from Paper H.)

the evidence by failing to verify the former bogus message, while verifying the latter
validating message.

Papers B, F and H examine the effectiveness of the schemes based on simulation-
based evaluation, considering vehicle discovery delay and message verification delay
when OBUs are clogged by DoS attacks and attacked by peers that are internal
adversaries. Beyond the static scenarios and a highway scenario in Papers B and F,
Paper H uses a realistic vehicular mobility model for the city of Cologne, Germany.
The simulation results show that cooperating OBUs can effectively defend against
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DoS attacks, providing message verification delay in the order of magnitude of
50 to 100 milliseconds with a low message expiration ratio, which is impossible
with a traditional scheme that verifies every message signature. The introduced
misbehavior detection schemes allow the nodes to effectively detect malicious nodes
and reject falsely claimed cooperative verification, even if 50% of the nodes are
malicious.





Chapter 5

Summary of Original Work

Paper A: Resilient Collaborative Privacy for Location-based
Services [80]

Hongyu Jin and Panos Papadimitratos
Presented at: The 20th Nordic Conference on Secure IT Systems, Stockholm, Swe-
den, October 2015

Abstract: Location-based Services (LBSs) provide valuable services, with conve-
nient features for users. However, the information disclosed through each request
harms user privacy. This is a concern particularly with honest-but-curious LBS
servers, which could, by collecting requests, track users and infer additional sensi-
tive user data. This is the motivation of both centralized and decentralized location
privacy protection schemes for LBSs: anonymizing and obfuscating LBS queries to
not disclose exact information, while still getting useful responses. Decentralized
schemes overcome the disadvantages of centralized schemes, eliminating anonymiz-
ers and enhancing users’ control over sensitive information. However, an insecure
decentralized system could pose even more serious security threats than privacy
leakage. We address exactly this problem, by proposing security enhancements for
mobile data sharing systems. We protect user privacy while preserving account-
ability of user activities, leveraging pseudonymous authentication with mainstream
cryptography. Our design leverages architectures proposed for large scale mobile
systems, while it incurs minimal changes to LBS servers as it can be deployed in
parallel to the LBS servers. This further motivates the adoption of our design,
in order to cater to the needs of privacy-sensitive users. We provide an analysis
of security and privacy concerns and countermeasures, as well as a performance
evaluation of basic protocol operations showing the practicality of our design.
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Contribution: The author of this dissertation contributed system design and
security and privacy analysis, together with the second author. He carried out
benchmarking of cryptographic processing delays on Android smartphones. The
paper was written by both authors.

Paper B: Scaling VANET Security through Cooperative
Message Verification [92]

Hongyu Jin and Panos Papadimitratos
Presented at: IEEE Vehicular Networking Conference, Kyoto, Japan, December
2015

Abstract: VANET security introduces significant processing overhead for resource-
constrained On-Board Units (OBUs). Here, we propose a novel scheme that allows
secure Vehicular Communication (VC) systems to scale well beyond network den-
sities for which existing optimization approaches could be workable, without com-
promising security (and privacy).

Contribution: The author of this dissertation contributed system design and
security and privacy analysis, together with the second author. He carried out
performance evaluation based on simulations. The paper was written by both
authors.

Paper C: Security and Privacy in Vehicular Social
Networks [86]

Hongyu Jin, Mohammad Khodaei, and Panos Papadimitratos
Published in: Vehicular Social Networks, Taylor & Francis Group, March, 2017

Abstract: We surveyed and presented the state-of-the-art Vehicular Communi-
cation (VC) systems, security and privacy architectures and technologies, empha-
sizing on security and privacy challenges and their solutions for Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
interactions in Vehicular Social Networks (VSNs) towards standardization and de-
ployment. We note that beyond safety applications that have drawn a lot of at-
tention in VC systems, there is significant and rising interest in vehicle-to-vehicle
interaction for a range of transportation efficiency and infotainment applications,
notably Location-based Service (LBS) as well as a gamut of services by mobile
providers. While this enriches the VC systems and the user experience, security
and privacy concerns are also intensified. This is especially so, considering (i) the
privacy risk from the exposure of the users to the service providers, and (ii) the
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security risk from the interaction with malicious or selfish and thus misbehaving
users or infrastructure. We showed existing solutions can in fact evolve and address
the VSN-specific challenges, and improve or even accelerate the adoption of VSN
applications.

Contribution: The work is based on literature review and discussion with the
second and third authors. The chapter was written by all three authors.

Paper D: Proactive Certificate Validation for VANETs [88]

Hongyu Jin and Panos Papadimitratos
Presented at: IEEE Vehicular Networking Conference, Columbus, OH, December
2016

Abstract: Security and privacy in Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) man-
dates use of short-lived credentials (pseudonyms) and cryptographic key pairs. This
implies significant computational overhead for vehicles, needing to validate often
numerous such pseudonyms within a short period. To alleviate such a bottleneck
that could even place vehicle safety at risk, we propose a proactive pseudonym vali-
dation approach based on Bloom Filters (BFs). We show that our scheme could lib-
erate computational resources for other (safety- and time-critical) operations with
reasonable communication overhead without compromising security and privacy.

Contribution: The author of this dissertation contributed design, security and
privacy analysis and numerical analysis, jointly with the second author. The paper
was written by both authors.

Paper E: Resilient Privacy Protection for Location-based
Services through Decentralization [85]

Hongyu Jin and Panos Papadimitratos
Presented at: 10th ACM Conference on Security and Privacy in Wireless and Mo-
bile Networks, Boston, MA, July 2017

Abstract: Location-based Services (LBSs) provide valuable features but can also
reveal sensitive user information. Decentralized privacy protection removes the
need for a so-called anonymizer, but relying on peers is a double-edged sword:
adversaries could mislead with fictitious responses or even collude to compromise
their peers’ privacy. We address here exactly this problem: we strengthen the
decentralized LBS privacy approach, securing peer-to-peer (P2P) interactions. Our
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scheme can provide precise timely P2P responses by passing proactively cached
Point of Interest (POI) information. It reduces the exposure both to the honest-
but-curious LBS servers and peer nodes. Our scheme allows P2P responses to be
validated with very low fraction of queries affected even if a significant fraction of
nodes are compromised. The exposure can be kept very low even if the LBS server
or a large set of colluding curious nodes collude with curious identity management
entities.

Contribution: The work builds on an earlier work [6] of the second author.
The author of this dissertation designed the system and carried out qualitative
and quantitative security and privacy analysis, along with the second author. He
also performed simulations for the quantitative analysis and implementation for an
experimental evaluation. The paper was written by both authors.

Paper F: DoS-resilient Cooperative Beacon Verification for
Vehicular Communication Systems [95]

Hongyu Jin and Panos Papadimitratos
Published in: Elsevier Ad Hoc Networks, vol. 90, pp. 101775:1-12, 2019

Abstract: Authenticated safety beacons in Vehicular Communication (VC) sys-
tems ensure awareness among neighboring vehicles. However, the verification of
beacon signatures introduces significant processing overhead for resource-constrained
vehicular On-Board Units (OBUs). Even worse in dense neighborhood or when a
clogging Denial of Service (DoS) attack is mounted. The OBU would fail to ver-
ify for all received (authentic or fictitious) beacons. This could significantly delay
the verifications of authentic beacons or even affect the awareness of neighboring
vehicle status. In this paper, we propose an efficient cooperative beacon verifi-
cation scheme leveraging efficient symmetric key based authentication on top of
pseudonymous authentication (based on traditional public key cryptography), pro-
viding efficient discovery of authentic beacons among a pool of received authentic
and fictitious beacons, and can significantly decrease waiting times of beacons in
queue before their validations. We show with simulation results that our scheme
can guarantee low waiting times for received beacons even in high neighbor density
situations and under DoS attacks, under which a traditional scheme would not be
workable.

Contribution: The work is a continuation of Paper B. The author of this disser-
tation enhanced the system with the help of the second author. He also carried out
the simulations and the performance evaluation. The paper was written by both
authors.
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Paper G: Resilient Privacy Protection for Location-based
Services through Decentralization [32]

Hongyu Jin and Panos Papadimitratos
Published in: ACM Transactions on Privacy and Security, vol. 22, no. 4, 21:1-36,
2019

Abstract: Location-Based Services (LBSs) provide valuable services, with con-
venient features for mobile users. However, the location and other information
disclosed through each query to the LBS erodes user privacy. This is a concern
especially because LBS providers can be honest-but-curious, collecting queries and
tracking users’ whereabouts and infer sensitive user data. This motivated both cen-
tralized and decentralized location privacy protection schemes for LBSs: anonymiz-
ing and obfuscating LBS queries to not disclose exact information, while still get-
ting useful responses. Decentralized schemes overcome disadvantages of centralized
schemes, eliminating anonymizers, and enhancing users’ control over sensitive in-
formation. However, an insecure decentralized system could create serious risks
beyond private information leakage. More so, attacking an improperly designed
decentralized LBS privacy protection scheme could be an effective and low-cost
step to breach user privacy. We address exactly this problem, by proposing secu-
rity enhancements for mobile data sharing systems. We protect user privacy while
preserving accountability of user activities, leveraging pseudonymous authentica-
tion with mainstream cryptography. We show our scheme can be deployed with
off-the-shelf devices based on an experimental evaluation of an implementation in
a static automotive testbed.

Contribution: The work is a continuation of Papers A and E. The author of
this dissertation contributed the extended simulation-based quantitative security
and privacy analysis. He also carried out an experimental evaluation of an imple-
mentation on a small scale automotive computer testbed. The paper was written
by both authors.

Paper H: Scalable and DoS-resilient Secure Vehicular
Communication

Hongyu Jin and Panos Papadimitratos
Submitted to: ACM Transactions on Privacy and Security

Abstract: Vehicular Communication (VC) provides vehicles with real-time “sens-
ing” of their surrounding environment: high-rate broadcasted beacons carry vehicle
status information, and event-driven messages report traffic- or road-related events
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with different levels of criticality. Paramount to vehicle safety, these messages must
be secured. Pseudonymous authentication is used to secure messages while pre-
serving privacy. Vehicles become aware of and keep track of their pseudonymized
neighbors. However, attackers can exploit this dynamicity and need for timely ver-
ification: a clogging Denial of Service (DoS) attack can severely delay or even deny
benign vehicle message verification and thus severely degrade awareness. We ad-
dress the problem by extending the traditional pseudonymous authentication with
cooperative message verification and symmetric-key based authentication. We rem-
edy the vulnerability of cooperative verification with probabilistic signature check-
ing and cross-checking across multiple validators. Our scheme trades off higher
communication overhead for lower verification latency and thus improved robust-
ness of transportation safety applications. Our scheme is resilient to both DoS
attacks and malicious nodes. Even when vehicles are saturated by high-rate bo-
gus beacons and event messages, our scheme achieves an average waiting time of
50ms with an expiration ratio less than 1% for beacons, and 80% of event mes-
sage acceptance ratio with latency less than 200ms on the average. This is a huge
improvement over the current standard, the baseline scheme, which would suffer,
having from 50% to almost 100% received benign messages expiring. In spite of
its collaborative operation, our scheme drastically detects internal adversaries that
attempt to exploit the cooperative verification itself.

Contribution: The work is a continuation of Papers B and F. The author of this
dissertation enhanced design, security and privacy analysis, jointly with the second
author. He extended simulation scenarios for quantitative security analysis. The
paper was written by both authors.
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Publications not included in this thesis

• Paper I: Mohammad Khodaei, Hongyu Jin, and Panos Papadimitratos, To-
wards Deploying a Scalable & Robust Vehicular Identity and Credential Man-
agement Infrastructure, IEEE Vehicular Networking Conference, Paderborn,
Germany, pp. 33-40, December 2014.

Contribution: The author of this dissertation helped the first author in
the system design, security and privacy analysis, implementation, and per-
formance evaluation of the system. The paper writing was done by all three
authors.

• Paper J: Mohammad Khodaei, Hongyu Jin, and Panos Papadimitratos, SEC-
MACE: Scalable and Robust Identity and Credential Management Infrastruc-
ture in Vehicular Communication Systems, IEEE Transactions on Intelligent
Transportation Systems, vol. 18, no.5 , pp. 1430-1444, May 2018.

Contribution: The work is a continuation of Paper I. The author of this
dissertation was involved in the enhanced system design, and extended secu-
rity and privacy analysis and performance evaluation. The paper writing was
done by all three authors.

Posters & Demos

The following posters and demos presented intermediate steps and results towards
full-fledged system designs and results in Papers A-J. The author of this thesis
contributed accordingly.

• Hongyu Jin and Panos Papadimitratos, DoS-resilient Cooperative Beacon
Verification for Vehicular Communication Systems, Cybersecurity and Pri-
vacy (CySeP) Winter School, Stockholm, Sweden, June 2019.

• Hongyu Jin and Panos Papadimitratos, Expedited Beacon Verification for
VANET, Cybersecurity and Privacy (CySeP) Winter School, Stockholm, Swe-
den, June 2018.

• Hongyu Jin and Panos Papadimitratos, Expedited Beacon Verification for
VANET, ACM Conference on Security and Privacy in Wireless and Mobile
Network, Stockholm, Sweden, June 2018.

• Hongyu Jin and Panos Papadimitratos, Bloom Filter based Certificate Val-
idation for VANET, ACM Conference on Security and Privacy in Wireless
and Mobile Networks, Bostom, MA, July 2017.
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• Hongyu Jin and Panos Papadimitratos, Resilient and Privacy-enhancing Location-
Based Service for Intelligent Transportation Systems, ITRL Conference on
Integrated Transport, Stockholm, Sweden, November 2016.

• Hongyu Jin, Mohammad Khodaei, and Panos Papadimitratos, Privacy-preserving
PKI for Location-based Services, Cybersecurity and Privacy (CySeP) Winter
School, Stockholm, Sweden, October 2015.

• Hongyu Jin, Mohammad Khodaei, and Panos Papadimitratos, Secure and
Privacy-enhancing Location-based Services, Cybersecurity and Privacy (Cy-
SeP) Winter School, Stockholm, Sweden, October 2014.

• Mohammad Khodaei, Hongyu Jin, and Panos Papadimitratos, Deploying a
Vehicular Credential Management System: Challenges Ahead, Cybersecurity
and Privacy (CySeP) Winter School, Stockholm, Sweden, October 2014.

• Hongyu Jin, Mohammad Khodaei, and Panos Papadimitratos, Privacy-preserving
PKI for Location-based Services, Trust in the Digital Life (TDL), Vienna,
Austria, April 2014.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis discusses security and privacy issues in two extensively considered mobile
system applications: LBS and V2V safety application. We identify decentralization
as a key to privacy protection, but establish it can introduce security and scalability
issues. The thesis addresses the issues with decentralized cooperative approaches,
ensuring the system can be resilient against both internal and external adversaries.

We first adapted and integrated an identity and credential management system
for privacy-enhancing LBSs, equipping user with PCs. Users rely on specially as-
signed nodes for requesting POI data. This way, users reduce overall exposure to
LBS servers. Explicit and randomized serving node assignment, peer query initia-
tion by querying node, and confidential peer communication make the peer query-
response exchange only understandable by the querying node and the targeted
serving node, thus prevent other (possibly honest-but-curious) nodes from eaves-
dropping peer communication through wireless networks. We defined a privacy
metric to take into consideration the privacy protection provided by pseudonymous
authentication and the collaboration among the peers, showing our decentralized
privacy-enhancing LBS decreases exposure to both honest-but-curious LBS servers
and neighboring nodes. Data redundancy achieved through multiple peer requests
can help detecting malicious nodes. We evaluated the computation and communi-
cation overhead with an implementation on automotive testbed.

Moreover, we studied the scalability of secure V2V communication. A dynamic
cooperative approach was designed to benefit each vehicle with its neighbors’ mes-
sage verification efforts. Symmetric-key-based beacon authentication helps to effi-
ciently filter out bogus beacons. In addition, the extended beacon format enables
DoS-resilience for event-driven messages. Redundant verification reports for the
same message can detect malicious nodes based on conflicting claims from benign
and malicious nodes. We evaluated scalability and DoS-resilience based on simula-
tions and proved that internal adversaries can be effectively thwarted.
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Future Work

Our privacy-enhancing LBS trades off communication and computation overhead
of the specially assigned serving nodes for less exposure to the LBS server. Al-
though the overhead is balanced over all nodes, through periodical randomized
re-assignment, such overhead could be significant for the nodes in dense POI areas.
This can be addressed with POI type categorization and by assigning only a subset
of POI types to each serving node. However, a non-optimized POI type assign-
ments could result in more peer queries, in order to obtain all required POI data,
that could have been obtained with a single LBS query. An extension of this work
can be to optimize POI type assignment, so that users can obtain desired POI data
with less (and ideally only one) peer queries. The scheme relies on nodes coopera-
tion, especially the number of serving nodes within a neighborhood (thus the node
density and the ratio of serving nodes). This number is inevitably relatively low
in the less densely populated areas. An adaptive serving node ratio based on the
node density will be examined to improve our scheme.

Our adversary model for the V2V safety application does not consider trust-
worthiness of authenticated safety messages [97, 98]. However, a more robust
scheme should prevent internal adversaries from tampering with message content.
Compromised nodes can attempt misleading neighbors with masqueraded, yet au-
thenticated, safety messages. An integration with content validation approach is
necessary to completely thwart the internal malicious nodes.

The approach renders secure V2V communication scalable and it thwarts DoS
attacks, but it does improve performance in benign networks with low node den-
sity and low message arrival rate. On the contrary, the extended message format
merely increases communication overhead. A triggering condition of our coopera-
tive scheme over the traditional baseline scheme should be identified so that nodes
enjoy benefits of both approaches under different network conditions. Moreover,
an experimental evaluation (or even a field test) for such an ITS-oriented scheme
is necessary to confirm its deployability.
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